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One of the methods proposed for the study of the problems with a free discontinuity
set in two variables has been considered here under slightly different abstract
assumptions from those in the previous papers. The technical difficulties are in this
new setting simplified and less background is required to the reader. Moreover,
applications to problems in several variables can be found thanks to a Sobolev-type
theorem which ensures the Ho lder continuity of certain functions out of a suitable
neighborhood of their discontinuity set. Many of the results established so far for
the case of two dimensions can be so extended to the general case. A new property
is also proved.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study some a priori estimates for the minima of
functionals with a free discontinuity set. This term denotes functionals
which involve the integral of the gradient of a function which is allowed to
be discontinuous. No gradient may be considered in the discontinuity
points but other parts of the functional will be computed as a surface
integral on the discontinuity set. Therefore the convenience of having a dis-
continuity set as small as possible competes with the convenience of allowing
the function to make jumps when a forcing term requires a rapid change
of values. Such functionals have been introduced in [7], where more
detailed definitions can be found. Our discussion will be concerned with the
functional introduced by Mumford and Shah in [16], proposed as a model
for the image segmentation, which synthesizes in a simple form the
behaviour of the functionals with a free discontinuity set. For more infor-
mation about the application of the MumfordShah functional to the
image segmentation, one can see [16] or [14].
The mathematical problem of proving the existence of minima and their
regularity has been studied in several papers in the last few years. A weak
formulation of the problem has been proposed by De Giorgi and Ambrosio
in [7] by introducing a new functional space, denoted by SBV. The
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existence of a minimum in such a space has been proved by Ambrosio; see
[1, 2]. A first regularity result consists in proving that the discontinuity set
of a minimum in SBV can always taken to be closed. This important
property, which unifies the SBV approach with a study of the problem in
Sobolev spaces, has been proved in [8] by De Giorgi Carriero and Leaci.
An alternative approach, called the excision method in [14], has been
independently proposed in [3, 4] for the case N=2; see [17] for a brief
sketch of the main ideas. In these papers the closure of the discontinuity set
is obtained from an a priori estimate, called the Uniform Density Property
in [14], which determines a lower bound on the mean density of the dis-
continuity set on every ball with a radius smaller than 1 and centered at
a discontinuity point. Such an estimate is not explicitly stated in [8] but
can be deduced from the arguments in that paper for the case of dimension
N>2.
Beside that property, a stronger one, called the Uniform Concentration
Property in [14], has also been proved. It states that every ball as above
contains a smaller (but not too much smaller) ball which contains a part
of the discontinuity set that has a (N&1)-dimensional measure which is at
least almost as large as that of the (N&1)-dimensional ball of the same
radius. This fact makes one expect that the smaller ball is actually almost
divided into two equal parts by the discontinuity set and that the function
makes a relatively big jump between the two parts. This property will be
formalized in the next section as the Bisection Property. Other estimates
of the same type have been subsequently established by other authors,
following the approach in [4]. In particular, we recall the Projection
Property, proved for the case of two dimensions in [9, 10], and the property
of David and Semmes, proved in [5]. A short exposition of those results
can be found in [13].
The basic idea of the excision method consists in showing that, if some
estimates are not satisfied by a function which minimizes the functional,
then one can get a lower value of the functional by modifying the function
on a ball on which the estimates fail, in contradiction to the minimality
assumption. The abstract setting which unifies the study of the above cases
requires the existence of a covering of the trace of the discontinuity set on
the ball consisting of small sets on whose boundaries the oscillation of the
function is separately bounded as that of a Ho lder continuous function
(small oscillation coverings in [14]). This construction can be made in two
dimensions, if one of the above properties does not hold, by a mean value
argument.
In this paper we shall present a simplified abstract version of this approach
which will be called the simplified excision method. It will work under the
clearly stronger assumption that the function is globally Ho lder continuous
out of a small neighborhood of the singular set. In this way several technical
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lemmas (for instance, the Localization Lemma and the Interpolation
Lemma in [14]) are no longer necessary and the proofs become therefore
simpler. On the other hand, applications are possible in every dimension
because some theorems of Sobolev Embedding type will ensure the Ho lder
continuity required in order to get the abstract method work. We shall
prove in this way, in arbitrary dimension, the Uniform Density Property,
the Projection Property and the Bisection Property (a detailed study of the
relation between the last property and the Uniform Concentration Property
will not be made in this paper). We shall in particular obtain in this way
an alternative proof of the closedness result in [8]. The same approach
works in a simpler way for a local minimum of the homogeneous functional
on RN and produces scale invariant results without bounds on the radius
of the balls.
We point out that the Uniform Density Property is trivially implied by
the other two. The reason for which we are stating it separately consists in
its topological consequences and in the fact that a technical point, treated
in the beginning of the seventh section, makes it easier to begin with that
statement and to use it in the other proofs. This relation is reflected in the
fact that that property will follow from a Sobolev type theorem which will
be seen as a trivial corollary of both the two Sobolev type theorems which
will be used for the proof of the other properties.
The exposition will be divided into seven sections. In the first one we
shall give precise statements of the theorems and we shall introduce the
necessary terminology. In the second section we shall state some abstract
assumptions and we shall characterize the property of having a small
neighborhood of the discontinuity set. In the third section we shall then
introduce the simplified excision method and in the fourth one we shall
finally prove the main Excision Theorem. One more section will be devoted
to the proof of the abstract part: some lemmas which show that a solution
to a suitable elliptic problem is Ho lder continuous on a ball if it is so on
the corresponding sphere and which establish suitable estimates on the
gradient will be needed in the first part of the paper and will be proved in
the fifth section. The sixth section is devoted to the construction of the
main tool required for the application. In fact we shall establish the Sobolev
Embedding type theorems which will allow us to prove the abstract
assumptions in the applications. In the last section we shall finally combine
the above results in order to get rather fast proofs of the theorems stated
in the first section.
As we have pointed out above, the result in Theorem 1 can be deduced
by the argument in [8]. Nevertheless its explicit proof by the method
introduced in [4] and the subsequent approach to the results of that paper
in arbitrary dimension remain the main reason of this work. Moreover, the
estimate in Theorem 1 has often been used in papers on the properties of
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the singular sets which minimize the functional with free discontinuities.
So many results in the area depend in some way on that theorem and
therefore an alternative proof may be interesting.
At about the time of the preliminary version of this paper (Summer 94)
the paper [6] has appeared in which David and Semmes have proved a
uniform rectifiability property which implies the result of Theorem 2.
1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
We shall denote by 0 a given open subset of RN and by g a given
measurable function from 0 to [0, 1]. We shall denote by H:(X) the
Hausdorff measure of dimension : of a set X and by |X| its Lebesgue
measure. If u is any function defined on a subset of RN, we shall denote by
supp u the support of u, namely the closure of the set where u takes values
different from zero, and by oscX u the oscillation of u on a subset X, namely
oscX u=supX u&infX u. The letters c, c$, c~ and so on will stand for positive
constants which will not be explicitly estimated. However, we shall always
specify if they will be universal constants or if they will depend on other
constants previously introduced.
Given a closed subset K of 0 and a function u # L1loc(0), we shall
consider the functional
E(u, K)=HN&1(K)+J(u, K),
where J(u, K) denotes the value of the elliptic functional
JA(u)=|
A
|{u| 2+|
A
| g&u| 2 (1.1)
defined on the open set A=0"K.
We shall always assume that K is a negligible set for the Lebesgue
measure because, if this is not the case, the functional E takes a value equal
to + on (u, K), whatever u is, and therefore the set is not interesting in
view of minimizing E. When the set variable K is given, one can determine
a unique function u=u(K) which minimizes the functional J on the open
set 0"K. Then one can consider the function u(K) almost everywhere
defined on the whole 0, by assuming that K is negligible for the reason
specified above, set
J(K)= J(u(K), K)= inf
u # H 1(0"K)
J(u, K)
E(K)=E(u(K), K)=HN&1(K)+J(K)
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and can, in this way, regard the functionals E and J as depending only on
the set variable K. The function u(K) takes values in [0, 1], as one can see
from a variational maximum principle [14, 13.5], and it can also be
characterized as the unique weak solution on 0"K of the EulerLagrange
equations
&2u+u=g in 0"K
(EL)u
n
=0 on 0 _ K.
(The second equation must be considered in a suitably weak sense, according
to the regularity of K, see [14, Lemma 13.1]. We have written (0"K) as
0 _ K, by assuming that K has no interior points, as we know since we
are only considering negligible sets K).
We shall study some properties of the sets K which minimize E. Note
that, if K is a minimum of E, the set obtained by adding to K any HN&1-
negligible closed subset of 0 is still a minimum for obvious reasons. Since
such a negligible set can be chosen in very bad ways, if we want to have
estimates which hold around every point of the singular set K we have to
avoid the possibility that K contains useless points. To this aim we shall
call essential the sets K which are contained in the closure of the set of the
discontinuity points of u(K) and we shall focus on the study of the essential
minima.
When u and K are given and A is any open subset of 0, we shall denote
by IA(u) the value of J A"K (u) and by I(u) the value of I0(u), namely J(u, K).
An easy estimate, which can be directly deduced from the definition of E,
when K is a local minimum and u=u(K), states that for every open set
A/0
IA(u)+HN&1(K & A)|A|+HN&1(A). (1.2)
Indeed, if one can find a set A such that (1.2) does not hold, one can set
K$=(K"A) _ A and u$=u on 0"A, u$=0 on A. Then
E(K$)E(u$, K$)
=E(u, K)+HN&1(A)&HN&1(K & A)&IA(u)+|
A
g2(x) dx
<E(u, K)=E(K), (1.3)
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in contradiction to the minimality of K. From (1.2) we can deduce that, if
B/0 is any ball of radius R,
|
B
|{u| 2IB(u)|B|+HN&1(B)=\RN+1+ HN&1(B). (1.4)
If we assume R1, we have
|
B
|{u| 2c |B| (N&1)N=c$RN&1, (1.5)
where c and c$ are two constants which only depend on the dimension N.
The above estimate is a bound of {u in the Morrey space L2, N&1 and the
results in Section 6 will actually be variants of Morrey’s Ho lder continuous
theorem; see [15] for more information. Nevertheless we shall not need to
recall any results about Morrey Spaces, so we will not mention them in the
following and we shall give selfcontained proofs. So (1.5) will only be interpreted
in Section 6 as a sort of weak Sobolev estimate.
Since the functional I is defined as the integral of a positive function,
from (1.2) one finally obtains for every A
HN&1(K & A)|A|+HN&1(A). (1.6)
In particular, when A is given by a ball B as above the last estimate
becomes
HN&1(K & B)|B|+HN&1(B)c$RN&1, (1.7)
where c$ is as in (1.5).
A much more delicate argument is required for the inverse case of the
above inequality. This is the subject of the first of the following statements,
which constitute the final results of this paper.
Theorem 1 (Uniform Density Property). There exists a constant ;>0
such that, if a set K is an essential minimum of the functional I and if B is
a given ball contained in 0, centered in a point of K, of radius R1, one has
HN&1(B & K);RN&1. (1.8)
Theorem 2 (Projection Property). There exists a constant ;>0 such
that, if a set K is an essential minimum of the functional I, if pi , i=1, ..., N,
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are N orthogonal projections along N orthogonal axes and if B is a given ball
contained in 0, centered in a point of K, of radius R1, one has
:
N
i=1
HN&1( pi (B & K));RN&1. (1.9)
Theorem 3 (Bisection Property). For any given =>0, there exists a
constant ;=;(=)>0 such that, if a set K is an essential minimum of the
functional I and if B is a given ball contained in 0, centered in a point of K,
of radius R1, one can find a ball B$/B, of radius r;R, which does not
contain any subset B such that
|B |( 12+=) |B$| oscB u=
&1 - r. (1.10)
2. THIN NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE DISCONTINUITY SET
Let a closed subset K of 0 be given and set u=u(K). Let B(R) be a ball
with radius R1, contained in 0, and centered on a point of K, such that
(1.7) is satisfied for A=B(R) (this last condition is of course implicit when
K is a minimum). For every positive real number s, we shall denote by B(s)
the ball with the same center as B(R) and with radius s. We shall denote
by _ a positive constant. In this section and in the following two we shall
take the value of _ equal to HN&1(B(R2) & K). We know from (1.7) that
_c$RN&1, (2.1)
since we are assuming R1.
Our basic assumption will consist in having a piecewise regular open
neighborhood V of the singular set B(R) & K, such that (1.2) holds for
A=V, which enjoys the following three properties, where c1 , c2 and : are
three given constants.
u is Ho lder continuous on B(R)"V with index 12 and norm c1 . (V1)
HN&1(V )c2 _. (V2)
|V |:R_. (V3)
We shall sintetically say that u is Ho lder continuous out of a ‘‘thin
neighborhood ’’ of the singular set K, when (V1), (V2), and (V3) hold with
a constant : small enough, for two given values of c1 and c2 . In other
words, this assumption means that u is Ho lder continuous out of a
neighborhood of the singular set with a perimeter at most of the same
order of magnitude of _ and with ‘‘a small thickness’’ (with respect to the
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scale of R). Of course this last condition, namely (V3), is a consequence of
the previous one when _ is small compared to RN&1, as easily follows from
the isoperimetric inequality and as will be shown in the proof of
Theorem 1. A simple consequence of (1.2) and of the fact that R1 is
|
V
|{u| 2|V |+HN&1(V )(:+c2) _. (2.2)
We need to add some more comments about our definition of thin
neighborhood and establish some characterizations. This will be useful for
a convenient use of the assumptions and to make it easier to prove them
in the applications. Let us first check that, when we have (V2), we can
write (V3) in the equivalent form
|V |(:R)N, (V3")
which is in some sense more meaningful than (V3) because it simply states
that the measure of V is small compared to that of the ball B(R). On the
other hand, (V3) will be closer to the information provided by the results
in Section 6. For the proof of the equivalence just note that, if (V3) is
satisfied, then (V3") follows from (2.1) (for a new value of :). Conversely,
if we assume (V3"), we have by interpolation with the estimate obtained by
combining (V2) with the isoperimetric inequality
|V |inf((:R)N, c(c2_)N(N&1)):Rc(N&1)Nc2 _. (2.3)
We shall make extensive use of the fact that V being thin is equivalent,
as we shall see, to the property that V can be decomposed into a union of
small sets such that the sum of the (N&1)-dimensional measures of whose
boundaries has at most the same order of magnitude than _.
More precisely, consider the property that V can be written as the union
of the closures of a countable locally finite family of piecewise regular open
sets (Vi) i which enjoy the properties
:
i
HN&1(Vi)c2_ (V2$)
sup
i
diam Vi:R. (V3$)
We point out that we can assume without any restriction, as we shall do,
that the sets Vi are disjoint. Indeed, by taking advantage of the fact that
the set of the indexes i is at most countable, one just has to put a convenient
order on the indexes and to subtract from every Vi the closures of the sets
Vj with j<i. The estimate (V2$) still holds with a new value of the constant
c2 at most two times greater.
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We claim that the axioms (V2), (V3) are equivalent to the axioms (V2$),
(V3$), as we are going to show. First we observe that, by the local finiteness
of the family (Vi)i , (V2$) clearly implies (V2) (without the local finiteness
assumption only the weaker version of (V2$) in which the boundary would
be replaced by the reduced boundary could be proved). Moreover, by
using the isoperimetric inequality as in (2.3) and by estimating the measure
of each set Vi by that of a cube of side diam Vi , we have
\i : |Vi |min((diam Vi)N, cHN&1(Vi)N(N&1))c diam ViHN&1(Vi).
(2.4)
Therefore, from (V2$) we obtain
|V |:
i
|Vi |cc2 _ sup
i
diam Vi , (2.5)
which, combined with (V3$), gives (V3) (for a new value of :). Therefore
(V2), (V3) are implied by (V2$), (V3$).
In order to show the converse implication, we need to split V in small
parts without introducing too much new boundary. We shall do that by
‘‘cutting’’ V by some suitable spheres. For every x in V let Bx denote a ball
centered at x such that
|Bx & V |= 12 |Bx |. (2.6)
From the isoperimetric inequality we can deduce that, for a suitable
constant c which only depends on the dimension N,
HN&1(V & Bx)c |Bx | (N&1)N (2.7)
and therefore, for B=Bx and for S=V, we have
HN&1(B)cHN&1(S & B). (V2")
In order to use the above information, we need to introduce a covering
technique and to establish some lemmas. Their simple proof is based on a
very elementary and well known covering lemma and consists of an argument
which will also find applications in other parts of this paper. It will be
therefore stated for general sets rather than for V and V, which are the
cases in which we are interested now.
Lemma 2.8. Let X denote any set which can be covered by balls B which
enjoy (V2"), in correspondence with a given (N&1)-dimensional set S.
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Then X _ S can be covered by a sequence of regular open sets (Un)n # N such
that
:
n
HN&1(Un)cHN&1(S), (2.9)
where c depends on the constant in (V2") and on the dimension N.
Proof. By using a simple covering lemma, see, for instance, [14,
Lemma 7.1], if we assume that HN&1(S)<+ (if not we have nothing to
prove), we can choose a set B of disjoint balls which satisfy (V2") such
that the balls with the same centers and of radius five times greater cover
X. We denote by B* the set of these larger balls. By using the fact that the
elements of B are disjoint and that they enjoy (V2"), we easily find
:
B # B*
HN&1(B)=5N&1 :
B # B
HN&1(B)
c :
B # B
HN&1(S & B)cHN&1(S). (2.10)
We can include in B* also a covering of S without affecting (2.10), as
directly follows from the definition of Hausdorff measure. The estimate
(2.10) implies in particular that the set B* must be at most countable, so
we can denote the sets in B* as the elements of a (possibly finite) sequence
of sets (Un)n # N . Then (2.10) implies (2.9). K
As we have observed for the estimate (V2$), we can always preserve (2.9)
and assume that the sets Un are disjoint. However, we lose in this way the
property that they are open and their regularity is only preserved in a
piecewise sense. We can also force the number of the sets Un to be finite
when X _ S is a compact set and to be locally finite when X _ S is a locally
compact (i.e., closed ) set, as happens for instance in our present case, where
we shall take X=V and S=V. Indeed, we can use the compactness of
X _ S to pass to a finite covering and the local compactness (with some
simple arguments which are left to the reader) to pass to a locally finite
covering. From these considerations we can immediately deduce two simple
corollaries.
Corollary 2.11. If a set X can be covered by a set of balls B which
satisfy (V2") with a set S such that X _ S is (locally) compact and
HN&1(S)c2 _, (2.12)
then X is contained in a (locally) piecewise regular set V which satisfies (V2$)
( for a different value of c2) and therefore, in particular (V2). If, moreover,
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all the balls B have a small diameter with respect to R then V also satisfies
(V3$) and therefore (V3).
The previous corollary ends the proof that (V2) and (V3) imply (V2$)
and (V3$). We just have to take X=V and S=V and to deduce (V2")
from (2.7) and (2.12) from (V2). Then the previous corollary shows that V
is contained in the set n Un which enjoys (V2$) and this fact, combined
again with (V2), shows that V itself enjoys (V2$) too. In order to deduce
(V3$), we notice that the diameter of the balls Bx in (2.6) is bounded by a
constant times :R, when (V3") holds.
Corollary 2.13. There exists a positive constant c, only depending on
the constant in (V2") and on the dimension N, such that, if a set X can be
covered by a set of balls B which satisfy (V2") with a set S such that X _ S
is (locally) compact and if d=sup (diam B) then X _ S is contained in a
(locally) piecewise regular set V such that
HN&1(V )cHN&1(S), (2.14)
|V |cdHN&1(S). (2.15)
Proof. It is enough to take a (locally) finite sequence of sets Un as in
Lemma 2.8 and set V=n Un . Then (2.14) follows from (2.9) and (2.15)
can be proved as (2.5). K
Remark. Note that in all the above considered assumptions on V and
in all the above discussion the boundary of V and of the sets Vi could have
been replaced by the reduced boundary. Everything would work in the
same way but the compactness argument in the end and therefore only the
assumption on the finite number of the sets Vi and on their piecewise
regularity would have been relaxed. In the same way, Corollary 2.13 holds
without the assumption that the set X _ S is compact but it only produces
the weak version of (2.14) in which the reduced boundary *V appears
instead of V.
3. THE SIMPLIFIED EXCISION METHOD
Let K be a given closed subset of 0, u=u(K) and let B(R)/0 be a
given ball as in the previous section, R1. Let V be a neighborhood of the
set B(R) & K such that (1.2) and the axioms (V1), (V2), and (V3) hold. Let
us also fix a finite decomposition of V in sets Vi which satisfy (V2$) and
(V3$).
The aim of the estimates which we are going to develop in next section
is to show that some quantities are small compared with R_ (and we shall
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indicate this by the notation <<R_), when the constant : will be small
enough depending on c1 and c2 , namely when V is thin enough. The first
estimate of this type is directly given by our assumptions on V. In fact, the
assumption (V3) tells that |V |<<R_.
Analogous estimates will subsequently follow by a straightforward use of
Ho lder Inequality. For instance, we have from (2.2) and (V3)
- R |
V
|{u|- R |V |{u| 2 - |V |- (:+c2) R_ - |V |
- :(:+c2) R_<<R_. (3.1)
Let us denote by u~ a Ho lder continuous extension, with norm c1 , to B(R)
of the restriction of u to B(R)"V and by u a truncation of u by two
constants such that u =u on B(R)"V and
oscB(R) u 2c1 - R. (3.2)
(One can take, for every x in B(R) & V, u~ (x) equal to the infimum of
u( y)+c - d(x, y), taken for y # B(R)"V, where c stands for the Ho lder
norm of u on B(R)"V. For more information, see [11, 2.10.44].)
Note that, by [12], we have that u is in H1(B(R)"K) and that
{u {u |{u| 2. (3.2)
For every positive number s<R we set
V(s)=V & B(s)
and we also set for every index i
Vi (s)=Vi & B(s).
We denote by vs the solution v of the Dirichlet problem
{&2vs+vs=g on B(s) (3.4)vs=u~ on B(s).
Note that vs is Ho lder continuous of index 12 with norm less then or equal
to a constant c$1 , depending on c1 , and such that
\x # B(s) : |{vs(x)|
c$1
- s&|x|
. (3.5)
The proof will be given in Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 in Section 5 and will be
based on the fact that vs satisfies the elliptic equation in (3.4) and that its
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trace on the boundary B(s) is Ho lder continuous, since it is equal to u~ .
We observe that (3.5) implies that, roughly speaking, the average value of
|{vs | is less or equal to 2c$1 - R. Let us indicate a case in which this rough
estimate is made precise. We consider a simple variant of (3.1), which can
be deduced from that inequality after changing the order of the two
integrations by the use of Fubini Theorem. The following estimate holds:
|
R
R2 \|V(s) |{u| |{vs |+ ds|V |{u| \|
R
|x|
|{vs | ds+ dx
|
V
|{u| \|
R
|x|
c$1
- s&|x|
ds+ dx
2c$1 - R |
V
|{u|<<R_. (3.6)
Another example of an analogous average estimate to be proved in the
same way is
|
R
R2 \|i Vi & B(s) |{vs | dHN&1+ ds|i Vi 2c$1 - R dHN&1
2c$1c2 - R _. (3.7)
We are now going to define, for any positive real number s in [R2, R]
an excised set Ks and an excised function us in which we shall evaluate the
functional E. The interest for doing this is that the set Ks will be obtained
by suitably modifying K and that the first modification will consist in subtracting
from K all the points in B(s). Of course this operation makes one of the terms
of the functional decrease and we shall try to perform the other necessary
modifications without loosing this profit.
The first idea consists in trying to define us equal to u out of B(s) and
equal to vs on B(s). Of course such a function may have some discontinuity
points on the set B(s) & V, which we shall denote by T1(s) and which
must therefore be included in Ks . In order to make the computations as
simple as possible, we shall also consider the set
T2(s)=V & B(s)"B(s&- : R)
and finally the cut set
T(s)=T1(s) _ T2(s) _ T1(s&- : R)
and the cushion set
U(s)=V(s)"B(s&- : R).
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Let us point out that T1(s) is the really essential cut set, which must be
included in Ks in order to define us according to the above idea. However,
the definition
Ks=(K"B(s)) _ T(s) (3.8)
will allow us to set
u on 0"B(s)
us={vs on B(s)"U(s) (3.9)0 on U(s)
and to avoid estimates of {vs on U(s).
4. THE EXCISION THEOREM
Let $(s)=I(us)&I(u) be the increment of the integral part of the
functional under the excision operation.
Lemma 4.1. If V is thin enough we have
|
R
R2
$(s) dsRR_. (4.2)
Proof. An easy computation, which takes into account that both u and
vs satisfy the elliptic equation in (EL) and in (3.4), that u=u~ on B(s)"V,
and that u~ =vs on all of B(s), shows that
I B(s)"V(vs)&I B(s)"V(u)
=|
B(s)"V
( |{vs | 2&|{u| 2+|vs& g| 2&|u& g| 2)
=|
B(s)"V
({(vs+u) {(vs&u)+(vs+u&2g)(vs&u))
=|
B(s)"V
(&2(vs+u)+vs+u&2g)(vs&u)
+|
(B(s)"V )
(vs+u)
n
(vs&u)
=|
V(s)
(vs+u)
n
(u~ &vs).
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Therefore
I(us)&I(u)=I B(s)"V (vs)&IB(s)"V (u)+IV(s)(us)&IV(s)(u)
=$1(s)+$2(s)+$3(s)+$4(s)+$5(s),
where we have set
$1(s)=|
V(s)
vs
n
(u~ &vs) $2(s)=|
V(s)
u
n
u &IV(s)(u)
$3(s)=|
T1 (s)
u
n
(u~ &u ) $4(s)= &|
V(s)
u
n
vs
$5(s)=IV(s)(us).
Let us separately estimate the contributions to the integral in (4.2) given by
the integration of the terms $i , for i=1, ..., 5.
For i=1, by using the fact that u~ &vs=0 on B(s), the Ho lder
continuity of u~ &vs , the boundedness of 2u given by (EL), (V3$), and the
divergence theorem, we find
$1(s)=:
i
|
Vi (s)
vs
n
(u~ &vs)
:
i \(c1+c$1) - R |Vi (s) |2vs |+oscVi (u~ &vs) |Vi (s) |{vs |+
(c1+c$1) - R |V|+2(c1+c$1) - :R |
i Vi & B(s)
|{vs |. (4.3)
So, since R1, by (V3) and (3.7) we obtain
|
R
R2
$1(s) ds(c1+c$1) - R
R
2
|V |+2(c1+c$1) - :R |
R
R2 \|i Vi & B(s) |{vs |+ ds
(c1+c$1) |V |+4(c1+c$1) c$1c2 - : R_<<R_.
For i=2, by (3.3), a simple integration by parts, and (V3) we find
$2(s)|
V(s)
u
n
u &|
V(s)
({u {u +|u& g| 2)
=|
V(s)
u 2u|V |<<R_.
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For i=3, by (3.2) and by the Ho lder continuity of u~ , we can deduce
$3(s)=|
T1 (s)
u
n
(u~ &u )4c1 - R |
T1 (s)
|{u|.
Therefore a straightforward application of (3.1) gives
|
R
R2
$3(s) ds4c1 - R |
V
|{u|<<R_.
For i=4, we apply the divergence theorem and we obtain
$4(s)=|
V(s)
(&vs 2u&{u {vs)|V |+|
V(s)
|{u| |{vs |,
so we get the desired estimate from (3.6).
Finally, for i=5 we can take advantage of having defined us=0 on the
cushion set U(s). Indeed, this allows us to say that |{us | 2c$21 - : R on
V and makes the estimate easy. More precisely
$5(s)=|
V(s&- : R)
|{vs | 2+|
V(s)
|vs& g| 2\ c$
2
1
- : R
+1+ |V |.
So from (V3)
|
R
R2
$5(s) ds<<R_. K
With the integral estimate (4.2) we can easily evaluate the increment of
the functional E under the excision operation, for suitable values of the
radius s.
Lemma 4.4. If V is thin enough and if _{0 then we can find a positive
number s in the interval [R2, R] such that E(us , Ks)<E(u, K).
Proof. We must first show an analogous estimate to (4.2) which will be
obtained in a much easier way.
|
R
R2
HN&1(T(s)) ds|
R
R2
HN&1(T1(s)) ds+|
R
R2
HN&1(T1(s&- : R)) ds
+|
i Vi \|
|x|+- : R
|x|
ds+ dHN&1
2 |V|+- : c2 R_<<R_.
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The above inequality, combined with (4.2), shows that, if _{0,
|
R
R2
($(s)+HN&1(T(s))&_) ds<0. (4.5)
Since one obviously has for every s
E(us , Ks)&E(u, K)=$(s)+HN&1(T(s))&HN&1(K & B(s))
$(s)+HN&1(T(s))&_,
the thesis follows from (4.5) and our choice of _. K
As a trivial consequence of the previous lemma, we can finally state the
main result in this section.
Theorem 4.6. If u is as in the previous section and Ho lder continuous
out of a thin enough neighborhood V of the trace of the discontinuity set
K & B(R) and if _{0, we can find a positive number s in the interval [R2, R]
such that E(Ks)<E(K).
In particular, if K is an essential minimum of E, then for every x # K and
for every positive constant R1 such that B(R)/0, u(K) cannot be Ho lder
continuous out of a thin enough neighborhood V of K & B(R).
Proof. The first part follows immediately from the previous lemma,
since
E(Ks)E(us , Ks)<E(u, K)=E(K). (4.7)
For the second part, we just have to mention the fact that a minimum of
E must necessarily satisfy (1.2) and, in particular, (1.7) for every set A and
that, if _=0, then x is a continuity point of u=u(K) (see Theorem 6.1
below) and therefore K cannot be essential. Therefore, if the thesis is false,
(4.7) holds and leads to an obvious contradiction to the minimality of K.
K
5. HO LDER CONTINUITY THEOREMS FOR
HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
We shall now check the Ho lder continuity of the function vs introduced
in Section 3 and we shall complete in this way the details of that part.
Preliminarly, let us consider a continuous function v defined on the closure
of a ball B of radius R and harmonic on B and let us characterize the
Ho lder continuity of v.
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Lemma 5.1. Let :<1 be a given positive index. The properties stated in
the following three items are equivalent:
(a) The function v is Ho lder continuous of index :.
(b) There exists a positive constant c such that \y # B, \s>0:
oscB & B( y, s) vcs:.
(c) There exists a positive constant c such that \x # B : |{v(x)|
c(d(x, B)):&1.
Moreover the constants c appearing above are equivalent to &v&C : modulo the
product by some universal constants.
Proof. The fact that (a) implies (b) is obvious; let us show how (b)
implies (c). This is the only step in which the harmonicity of v is involved.
We just have to fix a spherically symmetric mollifier , with a support
contained in the ball of radius one and consider the rescaled function ,* ,
normalized in L1, defined as the function which sends a point x in *N,(*x).
The harmonicity of v implies that for every value of * one has (where it
makes sense): v=v V ,* . Then we take *=(d(x, B))&1 and we fix y # B
such that d(x, y)=*&1. We have
|{v(x)||v V {,*(x)| 12 &{,*&L1 oscB & B( y, 2*&1) vc* &{,&L1 *&:. (5.2)
The proof that (c) implies (a) is simple and is left to the reader (it is
enough to join two points with a path with a length proportional to their
distance and with most of the points distant from B). K
Remark. The assumption that v is harmonic can be weakened by assuming
only that |2v|1 with a bound on the constants depending on a bound on
the radius R.
This property can be seen in several simple ways. We only have to take
care of the implication between (b) and (c). To this aim, we can subtract
from v the newtonian potential of 2v or the function with a laplacian equal
to 2v and a null trace on the boundary B, in such a way to go back to
the harmonic case. The Ho lder continuity of the correction terms can be
easily estimated in terms of R.
We can now be concerned with the problem of determining the Ho lder
continuity of a harmonic function with a Ho lder continuous trace on the
boundary B. We shall find convenient to prove the property (b) in the
previous lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let v be a continuous function defined on B and harmonic on
B and let v be Ho lder continuous with index :<1 on B. Then v is Ho lder
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continuous with the same index on all of B and the norm of v is proportional
to the norm of its restriction to B modulo a constant which only depends on
the dimension N and on :.
Proof. We just have to prove that the property (b) in the above lemma
holds. To this aim, let us fix a point y in B. We can assume without any
restriction that y=0 and that the first axis has been chosen in such a way
to have B included in the set of the points of RN which have the first
coordinate x1 strictly positive. This is of course possible because of the
convexity of B, which is the only property of the ball which we are going
to use in this proof. We have to show that for every x in B one has v(x)
v(0)+c &v | B&C: |x|:, for a suitable constant c as in the thesis. Then (b)
will follow from such an estimate combined with the same one applied to
&v and the proof will be concluded. Let us define a function w on B by
setting
w(x)=v(0)+&v | B&C : \ |x| :+N+:&21&: x:1+ .
A simple computation shows that
2w(x)=&v | B&C: :(N+:&2)( |x|:&2&x:&21 )0.
Since we clearly have vw on B, we can deduce from the maximum
principle that vw on all of B. So we get the desidered inequality with
c=(N&1)(1&:). K
Analogously as for the previous proposition, we can consider an obvious
extention to cases of nonharmonic functions. This will prove the Ho lder
continuity of the function vs , as claimed in Section 3. The proof of (3.5) will
then follow from the characterization (c) in Lemma 5.1.
Remark. The assumption that v is harmonic can be weakened by only
assuming that |2v|1 with a bound on the norm &v&C : depending on
&v | B&C : and on the radius R.
For the proof of the remark one only has to modify the above proof by
defining w as
w(x)=v(0)+c \ |x|:+N+:&2+:
&1
1&:
x:1+ ,
with c=max((2R)2&:, &v | B&C :). In such a case one has 2w(x)&1. So
we have 2(w&v)0 and the maximum principle can be applied as before.
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6. HO LDER CONTINUITY THEOREMS OF
SOBOLEV EMBEDDING TYPE
Let us now come to the analysis of the Ho lder continuity of the function
u=u(K). Such properties will depend on the bound (1.5) which shows that
the function |{u|2 satisfies on the balls the characteristic property of the
weak LN space, since the measure of a ball is proportional to the (N&1)-
dimensional measure of the sphere to the power N$=N(N&1). Therefore
{u is, in some weak sense, in the weak L2N space and the Ho lder con-
tinuity of u of index 12 can be expected from Sobolev’s embedding theorems.
In order to make this argument precise, we have to take care of two details:
we have to specify the use of such a weak sommability of {u, which will
follow from a simple integral estimate, and we have to eliminate some
neighborhood V of the singular set K in such a way to work on a reasonably
good subset B"V of the ball B without points in which u is allowed to
make jumps. As in the previous section, we prefer to work with a more
general case. Therefore we shall assume that, for a given positive constant
c and for some index p>N, we have the following condition.
For every ball B/RN : |
B
|{u|c |B| 1p$&u&p* RNp$, (WS)
where {u is assumed to be extended by zero out of 0, p$ denotes, as usual,
the conjugate exponent of p (i.e. p$= p( p&1)) and &u&p* the constant c
multiplied by the measure of the unit ball to the power 1p$.
The formula will hold true for p=2N, for a minimum of the Mumford
Shah functional in the case of a ball with a radius smaller than 1 and with
&u&p* given by an absolute constant, by (1.5) combined with Ho lder inequality.
We point out that some of the arguments in this section can be
eliminated. In fact, the main result in this section is going to be proved by
two different approaches which do not rely on each other, even for some
common points. It will consist in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let 0 be a suitably regular domain and let p>N be given.
Then there exists a positive constant c0 such that, if K is a closed subset of
0 and if u is a function which has a distributional gradient {u on 0"K which
satisfies (WS), one can find a neighborhood V of K such that
HN&1(V )c0HN&1(K ) (6.2)
and such that u is Ho lder continuous on 0"V, of index :=1&Np and with
a norm smaller then or equal to c0 &u&p*.
The two approaches will give two independent proofs of this theorem
which will actually lead to two different improvements in which additional
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estimates on the measure of V will also be established (see Theorems 6.17
and 6.38 below). These improvements will also give a useful information
when the measure of K is of the order of that of 0, while Theorem 6.1 can
be trivially satisfied in such a case by the choice V=0. On the contrary,
when HN&1(K)=0 one must take V=< and u is therefore Ho lder
continuous on the whole 0. Finally we note that the previous statement
admits a weak version which does not make use of the hypothesis that K
is closed and leads to the analogous thesis with the difference that the
boundary of V is replaced by the reduced boundary. The proof will remain
unchanged but only the weak version of Corollary 2.13 will be applicable
and this fact will produce the difference in the thesis. On the contrary, if we
assume that K is a closed subset of 0 , we can apply Corollary 2.13 in its
stronger form and we can also take V with a boundary contained in the
union of a finite number of spheres.
Let us fix a point x # RN, a positive number R and a unit vector  # RN.
We shall denote $(, R, x) the value of the integral of the function |{u| on
the segment from x to x+R.
Lemma 6.3. If u satisfies (WS), for every x # RN and for every positive
constant R we have
|
7
$(, R, x ) dHN&1()c &u&p* R1&Np, (6.4)
where the constant c is given by (1+(N$p$&1)&1).
Proof. By inverting the order of the integrations and by going back
from polar coordinates to space coordinates, we have
|
7
$(, R, x ) dHN&1()=|
B(x , R)
|{u|
|x&x |N&1
dx, (6.5)
so we can estimate the right-hand side by integrating on the level sets of
the function |x| 1&N. We find
|
B(x , R)
|{u|
|x&x |N&1
dx=
1
RN&1 |B(x , R) |{u|+|
+
R1&N \|B(x , s1(1&N)) |{u|+ ds
&u&p* R1&N+Np$+&u&p* |
+
R1&N
s&N$p$ ds
=&u&p* R1&Np+&u&p* \N$p$ &1+
&1
R(1&N)(1&N$p$)
=c &u&p* R1&Np. K
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Let B be any ball contained in 0. For each pair x, y of points of
B, D(x, y) will denote a (N&1)-dimensional disk contained in B, orthogonal
to x& y, symmetric with respect to x and y and with a diameter equal to
the distance between x and y. We shall take as D(x, y) a suitable ball in
the hyperplane orthogonal to the vector x& y of appropriate radius,
containing the middle point 12 (x+ y) and contained in B. The first Ho lder
continuity result which we are going to prove will be stated for a ball, since
this will be enough for our aims in this paper, but can be stated in general
for all the sets B which admit the above construction in such a way that
one can find a positive constant 3+ which is smaller, for each x in B, than
the (N&1)-dimensional measure of the subset of the unit sphere containing
the normalized vectors (z&x)|z&x| described by the point z varing in
D(x, y). Roughly speaking, we can say that, from every point x and
whatever y is, one sees the disk D(x, y) under a greater angle than 3+.
We shall call obstructed points (by K on B) the points x # B"K such that the
normalized vector (z&x)|z&x| describes a set of a greater measure than +
when z varies in K & B. Analogously as before, we can say that the obstructed
points are defined as the points from which one sees the singular set K under
a greater angle than +. We shall call free points of B"K the points which are
not obstructed. We shall denote by O=O(B, K) the set of the obstructed
points on B by K and by F=F(B, K) the set of the free points.
Given two free points of B x and y, we denote by Z the set of the points
z in D(x, y) such that the segments joining x with z and y with z do not
cross K. The subsets of the unit sphere respectively described by the points
(z&x)|z&x| and (z& y)|z& y| must have, by construction, a greater
measure than +. In other words, Z is seen from both the two points x and
y under a greater angle than + and along rays which never meet K.
Lemma 6.6. Let u satisfy (WS) for some index p>N, let the constant +
be conveniently small and let B be a ball contained in 0. Then u is Ho lder
continuous with index :=1&Np on the set of the free points of B with a
norm bounded by (2c+) &u&p*, where the constant c is as in (6.4).
Proof. Fix two free points x and y in B and consider the subset Z of D(x, y)
introduced above. Let R=d(x, y). For every z in Z, consider the unit vector
=(z&x)|z&x| and the symmetric unit vector $=(z& y)|z& y|. We know
that d(x, z), d( y, z)R and we can choose z in such a way that
$(, R, x)+$($, R, y)
+&1 \|7 $(, R, x) dHN&1+|7 $(, R, y) dHN&1+
2+&1c &u&p* R1&Np. K (6.7)
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We must now estimate how big the set of the obstructed points on a ball
B can be. The main goal of this section would already be essentially
obtained if we were able to prove (6.2) for V=O. However, we shall need
to make a different choice of V; our first step will consist in proving for
the set O the weaker estimate which would be obtained from (6.2) by the
isoperimetric inequality. This will be achieved by regarding the set of the
obstructed points as contained in a level set of a suitable function.
We denote by 1B & K the characteristic function of B & K normalized by
a product with the density of the Hausdorff measure HN&1 with respect to
the Lebesgue measure. Then, in every point of O the function 1B & K V 1|x|N&1
takes, by definition, a value which is greater than +. Since the second factor
in the above convolution product is in the weak LN(N&1) space and the
first one is a finite measure, the product is also in the weak LN(N&1) space
and its norm is bounded by a constant c , given by the norm of 1|x|N&1,
times the measure HN&1(B & K). So we have
|O|+&1 |
O
1B & K V
1
|x|N&1
c +&1HN&1(B & K) |O| 1N,
which gives
|O(B, K)|c(HN&1(B & K))N(N&1). (6.8)
Since the constant c involved in the above estimate depends on c and on
+, it is, as the other two, an absolute constants which only depends on the
dimension N.
In order to pass from the last estimate to (V2), we shall work on the
whole domain 0 and we shall denote by B a generic ball. We shall use an
argument which is going to be emploied again in the following and which
consists in expanding the increment of u in a geometric series.
Since our final goal, to the aim of deducing the assumptions introduced
in Section 2, consists in an application of the results in this section to the
case 0=B(R), we shall work under confortable regularity assumptions on
0, leaving to the next remark the indication of how to weaken them for
possible future application. The same proof will also work in such a more
general context, with some more coefficients involved in the computation.
Let 0 satisfy, for some given constant cR , the condition
For every x, y in 0 there exists a ball B/0 of radius r such that
d(x, B), d( y, B)cRrc2Rd(x, y) (R)
and such that the convex hulls of the sets [x] _ B and [ y] _ B are
contained in 0.
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The constant which we shall denote by c0 will actually only depend on
cR . When 0 is a ball (R) obviously holds with cR=1.
Remark. We shall say that 0 is regular when it satisfies the assumption
(R) above. Such a condition can be weakened by replacing the ball B with
two different balls Bx and By of radius r which are the endpoints of a chain
of balls of the same radius which satisfy an upper bound on the number of
the steps and a lower bound on the measure of the intersection of any two
consecutive balls. The inequalities in (R) then become
d(x, Bx), d( y, By)cRrc2R d(x, y). (6.9)
This weaker version of (R) is in effect a cone property which is satisfied by
any connected smooth domain in the usual sense. The following proof will
still work under trivial modifications but coefficients depending on the
shape of 0 (which determines the bounds on the chain of balls) will be
involved in the determination of c0 .
We can now construct our set V. We fix two positive constants c~ and M
such that 12<c~ 
3
4 and we say that a ball B is split (by K) if it does not
contain any subset B such that
|B |c~ |B| (6.10)
and
oscB uMr:, (6.11)
where r denotes the radius of B. If we fix M4+&1c &u&p*, where + and c
are as in Lemma 6.6, the estimate (6.11) must be satisfied if we take
B =F(B, K). Therefore, in such a case, (6.10) does not hold for B =F(B, K)
when the ball B is split. Hence we must have, in such a case,
|O(B, K)|(1&c~ ) |B| 14 |B|, (6.12)
which, combined with (6.8), gives, for an absolute constant c depending on
the absolute constant in (6.8),
HN&1(B)cHN&1(B & K). (6.13)
So we have (V2") for S=K. For any given ball B, B$ will denote the ball
with the same center as B and with a radius multiplied by cR+1. The last
estimate clearly also holds for the ball B$ which correspond to a split ball
B with a constant only depending (on the absolute constant in (6.8) and)
on cR . We denote by W the set of the points x of 0 which belong to a
ball B$, corresponding to a ball B contained in 0 and split by K. So, since
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W is covered by definition by the balls B$, we are in a position to apply
Corollary 2.13, as we shall do after the following lemma.
Lemma 6.14. The function u is Ho lder continuous on 0"(W _ K) and its
norm is a function of the constants cR and c~ multiplied by M.
Proof. Take x and y in 0"(W _ K) and consider a ball B as in (R).
Since x does not belong to W and x belongs to B$, B cannot be split and
therefore has a subset B such that (6.10) and (6.11) hold. We fix z in B and
we shall show that |u(x)&u(z)|cd(x, y): for a suitable constant c. Since
the argument can be repeated with x replaced by y, the thesis will follow
from the triangular inequality.
We take a constant *<1 close enough to 1 depending on the choice of
c~ and we denote by B1 the ball *B+(1&*) x of radius *r. Since x belongs
to (B1)$ by construction, we see from the assumption that x  W that also
B1 cannot be split by K. So we can choose a subset B 1 of B1 such that
(6.10) and (6.11) hold. If * is close enough to 1 and c~ > 12 , we see from
(6.10) that B & B 1 {<, so we can find a point z1 # B & B 1 . We can iterate
this process by defining for every n, Bn=*nB+(1&*n) x=*Bn&1+(1&*)x.
Then Bn turns out to be a ball of radius *nr and, since x belongs to (Bn)$
and does not belong to W, it contains a subset B n which satisfies (6.10) and
(6.11). If * has been chosen to be close enough to 1, we have, as in the first
step, B n&1 & B n {<, so we can find a point zn # B n&1 & B n . For every n,
since zn and zn+1 are both in B n , we have by (6.11) |u(zn)&u(zn+1)|
M(*nr):. So, by (R) and the triangular inequality, we find as before for
every value of n
|u(z)&u(zn)||u(z)&u(z1)|+ :
n&1
i=1
|u(zi)&u(zi+1)|
Mr:+M :
n&1
i=1
(*ir):c:RM \ :
n&1
i=0
*i:+ d(x, y):. (6.15)
Since the sequence (zn)n # N clearly tends to x and x is not in the singular
set, by continuity we can deduce from (6.15) that
|u(z)&u(x)|c:RM \ :

i=0
(*:) i+ d(x, y):. (6.16)
Let us observe that the value of * in (6.15) depends on c~ and that * tends
to 1 as c~ tends to 12 . K
By combining all the above results we can deduce the following improve-
ment of Theorem 6.1.
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Theorem 6.17. Let 0 be a regular domain, let c and + be as in Lemma 6.6,
and let p>N be given. Then there exists a positive constant c0 such that, if
K is a closed subset of 0, if u is a function which has a distributional gradient
{u on 0"K which satisfies (WS) and if d is the supremum of the diameters
of the balls B which admit no subset B for which (6.10) and (6.11) are
satisfied, for two positive constants c~ > 12 and M(4c+) &u&p* , one can find
a neighborhood V of K such that (6.2) holds, such that
|V |c0 dHN&1(K) (6.18)
and such that u is Ho lder continuous on 0"V, of index :=1&Np and with
a norm depending on cR and c~ and linearly on M.
Proof. We just have to apply Corollary 2.13 to the sets W and K (the
proof that W _ K is locally compact is simple and is left to the reader: it
is enough to observe that, if one takes a sequence of points in W at a fixed
distance from 0 and a sequence of balls, chosen for every point according
to the definition of W, then, if the distance of the points from K tends to
zero, the sequence has a limit point in K while, if the distance does not tend
to zero, then the radius of the balls cannot tend to zero and so we can find
a limit ball which shows that a limit point of the sequence is in W). Thus
(6.2) and (6.18) respectively follow from (2.14) and (2.15). The value of c0
is therefore determined by the constant which makes the balls B used in the
definition of W satisfy (V2") and it is therefore a function of cR and, in
particular, of 0. The Ho lder continuity of u out of W _ K is guaranteed by
Lemma 6.14 which also gives a bound on the Ho lder norm of u on
0"(W _ K). K
Theorem 6.1 can be deduced from the above result by taking M=
(4c+) &u&p* and c~ = 34. We have to take
c0c:R
4c
+ \ :

i=0
(*:) i+ ,
which is a bound which only depends on cR , since c and + are two absolute
constants and * is determined by the choice c~ = 34. Then the required bound
on the norm of u is shown by (6.16).
The final goal of this section will consist in improving Theorem 6.1 by
estimating |V| in terms of the projections of the singular set along the axes.
We shall therefore in particular obtain a second independent proof of that
result.
To this aim, assume that Q/0 is a given cube, with a side of length d,
and that u satisfies (WS). We shall denote by pi the orthogonal projection
of RN along the ith axis.
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Lemma 6.19. Let c<1 and m>0 be two given positive constants. Then
one can find a constant cN=cN(c) such that, if K is a closed subset of 0
which satisfies
:
N
i=1
HN&1( pi (K & Q))cNd N&1 (6.20)
and {u denotes a measurable function which is the gradient in the sense of
distributions of a locally integrable function u on Q"K, then there exists a
closed subset H/Q such that |H|<cd N and, for every pair of measurable
functions , and  from Q in R, such that
|
Q
,(x) dx=|
Q
(x) dx
supp(,), supp()/Q"H (6.21)
\x # Q : |,(x)|, |(x)|m,
one has
}|Q ,(x) u(x) dx&|Q (x) u(x) dx}(3 2N&1&2) md |Q |{u|. (6.22)
Proof. The proof will be given by induction on the dimension N. When
N=1, we can take as c1 any constant strictly smaller than 1. Then (6.20)
shows that the trace of the singular set K & Q must be empty, so we take
H=< and (6.22) easily follows from (6.21). Note that only the weaker
version of (6.21) in which only one of the two bounds in the last inequality
is assumed is enough for this case. We are going to make use of this fact
during this proof.
Assume that the thesis has been proved for N&1 and that c<1 has been
given. We shall take cN(c)= 12 min(c, cN&1(c2)). We shall denote a point
x # RN by a pair (x1 , x$), where x1 denotes the first coordinate of x and
x$= p1(x) is the (N&1)-dimensional vector obtained with the last N&1
components. Let [a, b] be the projection of Q on the first axis and let
Q$= p1(Q) be the complementary projection along the first axis. For every s in
[a, b], let Qs be the slice of Q consisting of the points which have a first compo-
nent equal to s, Ks=K & Qs , and, for every x=(x1 , x$) in Q, let xs denote the
point (s, x$), namely the only point in p&11 (x$) & Qs . Of course we have
|
b
a \|Qs |{u|+ds=|Q |{u|
|
b
a \ :
N
i=2
HN&2( pi (Ks))+ds :
N
i=2
HN&1( pi(K))cNdN&1
1
2
cN&1\c2+d N&1,
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so we can determine a suitable value of s such that
|
Qs
|{u|2d &1 |
Q
|{u|
:
N
i=2
HN&2( pi (Ks))cN&1 \c2+ d N&2.
By the induction assumption, we can find a subset H$/Qs which satisfies
the thesis with respect to the trace of u on Qs and such that |H$|<
(c2) d N&1. We shall take H=Q & p&11 ( p1(K) _ p1(H$)). The set H defined
in this way clearly satisfies, by (6.20), the required bound on the measure.
To the aim of proving that also (6.22) holds, fix two measurable functions
, and  as in (6.21). For every x # Q"H, the segment between x and xs
has, by construction, an empty intersection with the singular set K. This
implies that the increment |u(x)&u(xs)| can be estimated by the integral
p
1
&1( p1(x))
|{u|. Moreover if we set, for every x$ in Q$,
,$(x$)=|
p1
&1(x$)
,(t, x$) dt $(x$)=|
p1
&1(x$)
(t, x$) dt,
by the case N=1 of the thesis (proved from the weaker version of (6.21)),
we have
}|p1&1(x$) ,(t, x$) u(t, x$) dt&,$(x$) u(s, x$)}md |p1&1(x$) |{u|
(6.23)
}|p1&1(x$) (t, x$) u(t, x$) dt&$(x$) u(s, x$)}md |p1&1(x$) |{u|
We regard the functions ,$ and $ as functions defined on Qs by setting
,s(s, x$)=,$(x$) s(s, x$)=$(x$).
Then (6.23), by an integration with respect to x$, gives
}|Q ,(x) u(x) dx&|Qs ,s(s, x$) u(s, x$) dx$}md |Q |{u|
(6.24)
}|Q (x) u(x) dx&|Qs s(s, x$) u(s, x$) dx$ }md |Q |{u|.
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The functions ,s and s satisfy the analogue of (6.21). Indeed we have
|
Qs
,s(s, x$) dx$=|
Qs
s(s, x$) dx$
supp(,s), supp(s)/Qs"H/Qs "H$ (6.25)
\x # Qs : |,s(x)|, |s(x)|md.
So we have by induction
}|Qs ,s(s, x$) u(s, x$) dx$&|Qs s(s, x$) u(s, x$) dx$}
(3 2N&2&2)(md) d |
Qs
|{u(x)| dx$(3 2N&1&4) md |
Q
|{u(x)| dx
(6.26)
Combining (6.24) with (6.26) we obtain the thesis. K
The above lemma, combined with the techniques already employed in
this section, allows us to deduce from (WS) the Ho lder continuity of u out
of a suitable neighborhood of the discontinuity set. Of course we can
assume that (WS) also holds (with an equivalent value of &u&p*) if B stands
for a cube rather than a ball and if R stands for the length of the side.
We fix a positive constant c^ and a constant *<1 in such a way that
c^(*&N+1)< 13 . Then we shall consider the constant cN=cN(c^) found by
the previous lemma in correspondence of our choice of c^. After fixing the
axes, we can replace the ball B in (R) by the cube Q inscribed and, when
Q is any cube, we can use the notation B(Q) to denote the ball with the
same center as Q and with a radius equal to (cR+1)r, where r is equal to
one half of the length of the diagonal of Q. Then we can denote by W the
set of the points in 0 which belong to a ball B(Q) corresponding to a cube
Q/0 which does not satisfy (6.20).
Lemma 6.27. If 0 satisfies (R) and {u satisfies (WS) then u is Ho lder
continuous on the set 0"(W _ K) and its norm is bounded by a function of
the constants cR and *, multiplied by &u&p*.
Proof. Given any points x , y # 0"(W _ K), let Q denote the cube
inscribed in the ball B given by (R) in correspondence of x and y . We fix
a sequence (Qn)n # N of cubes by taking Q0=Q and, for every n, Qn+1=
*Qn+(1&*) x . We can assume that * is close enough to 1 to have, for
every integer n,
|Qn & Qn+1 | 56 |Qn |. (6.28)
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By construction, for every n, x belongs to B(Qn) and Qn has a side of
length *nd, where d denotes the length of the sides of Q. Since x is not in
W, then every cube Qn satisfies (6.20), so we can find for every integer n
a subset Hn /Qn such that |Hn |<c^ |Qn | and such that (6.22) holds for
Q=Qn . We also set Q&1=Q and H&1=< and we choose, for every n, a
positive function ,n such that
supp(,n)/
Qn"Hn
Qn&1 "Hn&1 | ,n(x) dx=1. (6.29)
Our choice of c^ and * implies that
|Hn _ Hn&1 |(*&N+1) c^ |Qn |< 13 (*
nd )N, (6.30)
so, by (6.28), we can also take mn=sup (,n)2(*nd )&N.
We are now in a position to apply the previous lemma, whose assumptions
are ensured by (6.29). Combining (WS) with (6.22), we find
}|Qn ,n(x) u(x) dx&|Qn ,n+1(x) u(x) dx}
(3 2N&1&2) mn+1*nd |
Qn
|{u|
(3 2N&4)(*n+1d )&N *nd &u&p* |Qn | 1p$
(3 2N&4) &u&p* *&N(*nd)1&Np. (6.31)
By the triangular inequality we can then deduce
}|Q0 ,0(x) u(x) dx&|Qn ,n(x) u(x) dx}
(3 2N&4) &u&p* *&Nd 1&Np :
n&1
i=0
(*1&Np) i

(3 2N&4)&u&p*
*N(1&*1&Np)
d 1&Np. (6.32)
Since (6.29) implies that
lim
n |Qn ,n(x) u(x) dx=u(x ) (6.33)
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and (R) implies that dcR d(x , y ), (6.32) gives to the limit
}|Q ,0(x) u(x) dx&u(x ) }
(3 2N&4) c1&NpR
*N(1&*1&Np)
&u&p* d(x , y )1&Np. (6.34)
Since x can be replaced by y in the left-hand side of (6.34) (note that ,0
only depends on Q) the required Ho lder continuity of u follows from the
triangular inequality. K
We have a simple estimate for the set W. Indeed it can be covered by
definition by balls B(Q) corresponding to cubes Q which do not satisfy
(6.20). Therefore W is covered by definition by balls B which satisfies (V2")
for S=K and with a diameter smaller or equal to d, where
d=- N (cR+1) \c&1N :
N
i=1
HN&1( pi (K))+
1(N&1)
. (6.35)
Since W _ K is locally compact (the proof is left to the reader and is analogous
to the one left during the proof of Theorem 6.17), by Corollary 2.13 we see
that, W _ K has a neighborhood V such that, for a constant c depending
on cN(c^) and on cR ,
HN&1(V )cHN&1(K) (6.36)
|V|cdHN&1(K). (6.37)
Since c^ and * have been fixed, the value of the constant in the last two
inequality and of the fraction in (6.34) only depend on cR and therefore, in
particular, on 0.
The last three estimates, combined with Lemma 6.27, allow a straight-
forward proof of the following new improvement of Theorem 6.1.
Theorem 6.38. Let 0 be a regular domain and let p>N be given. Then
there exists a positive constant cN such that, if K is a closed subset of 0, if
u is a function which has a distributional gradient {u on 0"K which satisfies
(WS) and if, for i=1, ..., N, pi denotes N orthogonal projections along N
orthogonal axes, one can find a neighborhood V of K such that (6.2) holds,
such that
|V|c0 \ :
N
i=1
HN&1( pi (K))+
1(N&1)
HN&1(K) (6.39)
and such that u is Ho lder continuous on 0"V, of index :=1&Np and with
a norm smaller than or equal to c0 &u&p*.
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7. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
The theorems stated in the first section will easily follow from a
combination of the results in Sections 4 and 6. Indeed, the last ones will be
applicable to every subset of 0 and therefore, in particular, to the ball
denoted by B(R) in Sections 2,3, and 4. Since B(R) enjoys (R) with cR=1,
the value of the constant c0 will be an absolute constant which only
depends on the dimension N. The restriction of u to such ball satisfies (WS)
for p=2N, as follows from (1.5), and the value of &u&p* is given by the
constant denoted by c$ in that estimate and is therefore also given by an
absolute constant.
The only delicate point occurs in the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed, in
order to combine the Ho lder continuity theorems of Sobolev type with the
excision method, we need to know that the bound HN&1(B(R) & K) is of
the same order of the constant _ in (V2), namely HN&1(B(R2) & K). This
information will be always provided by an obvious combination of (1.7)
and Theorem 1, so we have to force it in some way as long as this last
result will not yet be proved. This can be easily done in the way which we
are going to show.
We know that the center x of B(R) is a limit for discontinuity points of
u (indeed, x is in K and K is essential), so Theorem 6.1 shows that
HN&1(B(R2) & K){0. Hence B(R2) & K must contain a point y of upper
spherical density greater than 2&N i.e. such that, if bN&1 denotes the
measure of the unit ball of RN&1,
HN&1(B( y, \) & K)2&NbN&1\N&1 (7.1)
for arbitrarily small values of \; see [14, Chap. 8, Sect. 2]. Of course it is
enough to prove Theorem 1 for the ball B( y, R2) instead of B(R), since
B( y, R2)/B(R); only the value of ; is going to be modified by such a
change. In this way we can force y to be equal to x and so we can assume
that x enjoys the property in (7.1). So, if we let \=2&nR, we see by (7.1)
that
2n(N&1)HN&1 \B \R2n+& K+% 0.
Therefore
lim" 2nNHN&1 \B \R2n+& K+ +. (7.2)
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So we can always find n such that
HN&1 \B \ R2n+1+& K+2&NHN&1 \B \
R
2n+& K+ . (7.3)
If n is the least value of n which satisfies (7.3), we have
HN&1 \B \R2n +& K+2&n NHN&1(B(R) & K). (7.4)
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x # K and R1 be given in such a way that
B(R)/0 and assume by contradiction that the thesis is false for a suitably
small value of ;. We can assume without any restriction that (7.3) holds for
n=0, i.e. that _2&NHN&1(B(R) & K). Indeed, if this is not the case, we
can replace R by R2n and (7.4) widely shows that the thesis of Theorem 1
remains false also for this new value of R. We are in a position to apply
Theorem 6.1, which ensures (V1) out of a suitable neighborhood V of
B(R) & K, and therefore we can deduce (V2) from (6.2). The constants c1
and c2 come out as two absolute constants only depending on N. Moreover,
as we already have pointed out, by the isoperimetric inequality, (V2)
implies, for an absolute constant c,
|V|cHN&1(V)N(N&1)c(c2_)N(N&1)
(7.5)
ccN(N&1)2 _
1(N&1)_(ccN(N&1)2 ;
1(N&1)) R_.
So (V3) holds with :=ccN(N&1)2 ;
1(N&1). Then the Excision Theorem 4.6
leads to a contradiction if ; is suitably small. K
The weak versions of the Excision Theorem 4.6 and of the Ho lder continuity
Theorem 6.1 can be also combined in order to provide Theorem 1 even for
weak minima of E in the class SBV(0), [2]. The proof is formally identical
as in the previous case, provided the reduced boundary of V is considered
instead of the topological boundary. The knowledge of Theorem 1 even
allows a simple proof of the fact that even the discontinuity set of the weak
minima in SBV(0) can always be assumed closed, see [4, 14], giving an alter-
native proof of a result of De Giorgi, Carriero, and Leaci [8]. Then we do
not need to care anymore about distinguishing between the weak approach
to the problem and the one shown in the first section.
Proof of Theorem 2. If one assumes that the thesis is false for a given
value of ;, one can apply Theorem 6.38 and can deduce (V3) from (6.39).
This gives the estimate
:cR&1 \ :
N
i=1
(HN&1( pi (B(R) & K)))+
1(N&1)
c;1(N&1),
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for an absolute constant c. So we get in contradiction to Theorem 4.6 if we
assume that ; is small enough. K
Proof of Theorem 3. Let a positive constant = be given. We set c~ = 12+=
and M==&1. Then Theorem 6.17 gives (V1) and (V2) for two absolute
constants and allows us to deduce (V3) from (6.18) for :=cdR&1, where
c is an absolute constant. Assume that the thesis is false for a given value
of ;. Then the definition of d implies that d2;R and therefore we have
:2c;, in contradiction to Theorem 4.6 if ; is small enough. K
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